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Abstract— There are large number of websites, web portals 
available in market places in order to buy or sell objects that 
means any kind of products. For examples filpkart, ebay, 
Amazon etc. due increase  number of this web portals as well 
as its application Text mining, integration is become important 
area of Data mining which deals with classification. The 
problem with this portal  is data integration. That is product 
with there description placed and identify in Record. The 
straight method for automate this process is to learn classifier 
for each text in document  and classify and predict them there 
category. In this paper we used powerful method based on 
parallel text classification. To attack above problem 
availability of source data or document could help to find out 
better prediction. We formulated above problem to the best 
from our knowledge and study we showed classifier with 
parallel approach. Our analysis and empirical calculation 
gives substantial improvement in results and output with 
amount of time to predict the appropriate category and 
significant improvement .    
Keywords— Text Classification, Machine learning, text 
Mining. 

I INTRODUCTION 

The A taxonomy, or directory or catalog, is a division of 
a set of objects. This objects can be any kind of for example 
documents, images, goods, etc. Into the bunch of categories 
In internet there are a various number of web portals 
providing market places with taxonomies on the web, and 
we often need to integrate objects from one to another. 

The classification is one of  basic problem in statistics , 
Machine learning and Pattern Recognition, the 
Classification problem is can be define  as a set O of object 
to be classify and set of  C classes target of classification is 
to assign class to each object. In such way that it can 
consistent with observed data. 

Manually integration process for web is tedious job and 
There is chances of error due to human intervention and it 
is clear  its is not possible at web scale. A straight method 
for formulate this problem as classification we has being 
well-studied in machine learning area [15]. We used NB 
classification  to attack this  problem.  

  In order to automate Object(Product) classifier  is 
initially trained using object  with  pre assigned classes 
picked form set of  labels which we call taxonomy as define 
above. Once classifier is trained  by existing classes and 
objects  it allow text product, object or document to which 
we need to assign labels, Depending of application or web 
portals objective use label as broad  topic     

If all content creators and user of that content agreed for 
unique catalog of universal label. It can help for text 
classification for label with semantic annotation. but no any 
organization of provider can share there data over glob 

according  privacy classifier In this paper we contribution is 
to minimise amount of time require to predict object to 
there appropriate  order. We used parallel strategy for text 
classification navie base classifier. 

The concept behind enhanced classification used. And 
worked well in other area oc data mining such as Computer 
vision[18] and NLP[17]. We used relationship between 
objects idea Our key insight is this is used taxonomy 
information in such way that adjust result of text  available 
in market the previous approaches for catalog [18][19] 
ignore relation of objects . 

The remaining paper can be organized as following 
section 2We formally define the integration, In section 3 
represent contribution to optimize time for integration 
present  Algorithm for formulation. Section 4 contains 
experimental  valuation for our approach  In Section 5 we 
present related works and conclude in section 6   

II PROBLEM DEFINITION 

In domain of Text mining, various applications that are 
faces problem of classification some of example domains 
can be used text classification Data Integration. In this we 
shown some terminology and formulate document or object 
mapped into classes. Document X is object bought form 
nay commercial portal. Each object has its own 
representation in textual format and also with key value 
attribute let object we say product versicolour is object of 
flowerer and its has its own text representation according to 
different location over world  and having attributes like 
sepal length, sepal width, petal  length colour etc. These 
attributes and name object are vary according provider. 
Sometimes object cannot have attribute. 

As we know catalog is partition set of document object 
into set of   categories. A provider catalog M with set of 
category having set of objects. User taxonomy we take 
exactly similar to show or to get confidence of results so 
check results exactly get or not for integrating by predicting 
class of each text. 

There is possible that calculated probability by Base 
classifier dosed not match calibrated value, hence Our 
algorithm provide new category for them. 

We given Ks(Os, Ps) is catalog that representation of 
product catalog  over p=(Cs,Es).User catalog  is exactly 
similar image consider in  Kt=Ks(Ot, Pt). The goal of our 
experiment is function l=Ps->Cs  shows we predict exact 
similar match of text line of product, such that got 
confidence of accuracy and reduce time by executing this 
function parallel. 
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III     RELATED WORK 

Most of research work related to taxonomy is in 
mapping on web. As stated in section 1Taxonomy record 
synthesis is formulate ad classification problem. T 
Racchio[18, 20] are applied on this problem. and Navie 
bays also can applied  for this problem. 

Catalog Record synthesis,  according to our study  no 
any catalog integration method is effect taxonomy structure. 
Some of work done this are a used source taxonomy meta 
data but consider it as flat file. In experimental setup We 
compared results with navie Bays classifier method they 
scales similar accuracy than our mention method but 
amount of time required for large data set classification is 
made difference In cross training method.[19]  they used 
semi-superwised learning  with multiple label set. unlike 
our approach they assume some taring data is consist 
labelled. Zhang and lee[22,24] is introduces classification 
by boosting and transductive   learning[23] In boosting idea 
behind this is to combine many accurate classification  rules 
into high classifier rule. Ada  boost is more promising tha 
NB fo text classification. 

 Though these methods achieved better classification 
accuracy   but requires training data that must contains  
label dataas in sross training method. So thses methods  are 
not related to our problem. 

Nandi   and Berstein [25] provide solution to this 
problem that matching taxonomy based on query term. It 
perform classification distribution as level wise. but in our 
case we  not do taxonomy level wise. We perform mapping 
at instance level by individual product. 

There was existing approaches to provide solutions 
formulates it as LP and QP.  These are incompatible to 
handle large scale data set. Objective of our approach is 
time required for predicting appropriate class of category. 

The goal of machine learning is to predicting object with 
it statistical dependencies. it has application like Natural 
language processing in which most problem are structure in 
natural like these problem our approach  is recognizing 
statistical dependency . 

Similarly consideration applies schema matching 
techniques [26]. This method finds out correspondences 
between   elements of different schemas such as table and 
attributes. Output of these schema matching techniques is at 
schema level. In contrast as we argue above our technique 
is deal with finding each data instance element exact 
category in taxonomy. While schema matching techniques 
follow schema structure for example a graph with edges 
based on foreign keys  relationships  

    III     Approach towards Record integration 
Navie bay is popular technique in classification. It uses 

conditional probability model problem is represented by 
vector X={f1,...,fn} represent its features it represented by, 

  p (Ck|f1,...,fn) 
Navie Bays estimated posterior probability of Categary  

Ci 
Given Document d 
  p(Ci|f)	 	 (p(Ci). p(f|Ci)) / p(f) 
 
 

In plain English Languages above education can be 
represented by following way  
 
 Posterior = (Prior  likehood)/Evidence 
 

 
  By chain rule on repeated definition of 

Conditional probability p(Ck|f1,...,fn) isas follow,  
 
p(Ck|f1,...,fn) = p(Ck) p(f1,...,fn |Ck) 

																																							⋮	
																						 		p(Ck) p(f1|Ck)	 p(f2|Ck ,  f1) ⋯ p(fn|Ck ,  f1, f2 
  ⋯ fn)	 	 	
	
So	conditional	probability	distribution	over	C	is,	
  

 p(Ck|f1,...,fn)= 1/Z    k i k
1

p C p | C
n

i

f

  

	
Basic method in our approach first build classification 

model is setoff flower in already in my category and this 
classification model is used to add product line(f) form 
source to destination  by depending on policy parameter. 

A product p may be assigned to more than one category 
when  p(Ci|p) and p(Cj|p)both high value. 

If some flower features value p(Ck|p) is low for all 
categories then P is kept aside to do classification  manual. 

In  our contribution, dataset  is coming from HDFC and   
we used hadoop mapper for executing split data set into part 
and execute in parallel so reduce amount of time required to 
execute sequential existing algorithm.  

IV    EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

We conduct experiment with real world iris data set to 
demo straight   advantage of our new approach TWRS to 
taxonomy integration. 

Data Set 
IRIS is data set used by mostly statistician to analyse  the 

classification method. IRIS  is taken in 2 different way to 
check speed of our technique it can be differentiated by its 
size. 

First IRIS dataset is consist of flower data which is 
divided into 3 classes/categories One is Setosa consist of  
50, One is Verginica consist of  50, One is vrsicolor consist 
of  50   and these classes are having 4 attributes/ feature that 
is petal  length, petal width, sepal length, sepal width. 

Similarly Second IRIS dataset is consist of flower data 
which is divided into 3 classes/categories One is Setosa 
consist of  150, One is Verginica consist of  150, One is 
versicolor consist of  150   and these classes are having 4 
attributes/ feature that is petal  length, petal width, sepal 
length, sepal width. 

Following graph shows number of occurrence of object 
in versicolor(V), Setosa(S), Verginica(U). Either they (V ∪ 
U) or both of them  (V ∩	U 	 and	 Either	 they S∪V or	 both	
of	them	 S∩V  
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Fig. 1  A graph Erich data sets. 

 
Task 
For each dataset we assumed symmetric taxonomy. Ex F

F1 integrating object form from Flower set F into F1. The 
objects in F ∩	 F1 is used as test example because we must 
need to know their categories in both taxonomy. We hide 
master taxonomy in    test example but expose there source 
category to learning algorithm in training phase. Let 
assumed that number of test example is n.for FF1 task 
we randomly   sample n object from training set. We 
consider test set as test set as training set because we 
needed to check the results confidence shows item is 
exactly match.      

  
RESULTS 
Experimental results of TACI-NB and TWRS-NB are 

shown in fig 2 .shows time vs accuracy of above method,  
in x axis shows points of IRIS  with 150 record and 2 is 
shows IRIS 450 record. Y axis shows time in ms. That we 
observed that if size of set is increases then amount of time 
required for TACI-NB get increases but in case TWRS time 
required for classification on IRIS with 150 and IRID with 
450 record almost remain same as shown in following 
graph  fig 2.But in terms of accuracy both method shows 
same accuracy over each dataset ith different size.as shown 
in fig 3.  

 

 
Fig. 2  Time comparison Vs Method. 

TABLE I 
TIME VS METHOD(MS)AT FIRST RUN 

Time Vs Method(ms) 

Method IRIS(150) IRIS(450) 

TACI-NB 49.35 111.248 
TWRS-NB 22.00 22.0 

 

TABLE III 
TIME VS METHOD(MS) AT SECOND RUN 

Time Vs Method(ms) 

Method IRIS(150) IRIS(450) 

TACI-NB 49.368 111.33 
TWRS-NB 22.00 22.0 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, we presented an efficient and scalable 
approach to record integration. We also experiment that this 
approach gives equal accuracy as other with respect to 
existing classifiers. 

While we concentrate on shopping  example,  our 
techniques is applicable to classification in any domain 
where there is a term of a master taxonomy and there are 
information providers which use their own taxonomy to 
label the items that they provide.  

This includes important area such as Local, Travel, 
Entertainment, etc. One example in Entertainment is the 
integration of media for streaming purposes. For instance, 
we need to properly organize them. some another example, 
in the Local domain, different providers can  have own 
label for own research For example, one provider 
conference paper manger may tag a classification as “Data 
Mining /classification” while another may tag it as 
“Machine Learning ” 

For future work, we would like to explore semi 
supervised learning techniques to incrementally retrain the 
base classifier  
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